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radiation, such as the capacity of capacitance for the PV system, the thermal energy storage 40 size for the solar organic Rankine cycle power generation systems [1] or the solar field size for 41 the solar hybrid power plant [2] . However, solar radiation as a non-stable energy is affected by 42 multiple factors, including latitude, district, season and cloud distribution and so on [3] DSR fluctuation to optimise the PV system design [6] . 50
At present, research specific to DSR can be conducted using three methods, including the 51 empirical/statistical model of solar radiation, the solar radiation prediction model and the 52 typical DSR database. 53
The principle for the empirical/statistical model of solar radiation is based on the long term 54 measured data analysis of a particular region. In other words, according to the statistical 55 relationships among parameters, such as latitude, solar radiation, total solar radiation, direct 56 radiation, scattered radiation and radiation peak, the corresponding statistical model could be 57 established [7, 8] or the parameters related to the typical empirical model such as a sine wave 58 mode or a trigonometric model in conjunction with a sine and cosine wave could be 59 optimised [9, 10] . Fariba et al. from Yazd University in Iran summarised 78 typical empirical 60 models of solar radiation [11] . In line with the inputs of these models, they classified these 61 models into four classes. The first class covers 35 empirical models using solar radiation as 62 their input; the second class consists of 6 empirical models utilising cloud distribution as their 63 input; the third class includes 16 empirical models adopting temperature as their input; and the 64 fourth class incorporates 21 empirical models that use meteorological parameters, such as 65 precipitation, relative humidity, dew point temperature, soil temperature and vaporisation 66 temperature as their inputs. Hassan et al. established, validated and compared their empirical 67 model with 17 ambient-temperature-based models for estimating global solar radiation based 68 on 20 years of historical solar radiation data [12] . Janjai et al. proposed a semi-empirical model 69 for estimating clear sky global and direct normal irradiances, which express global and direct 70 normal irradiances as empirical functions of aerosol parameters, precipitable water, total 71 column ozone, air mass and solar zenith angle [13] . 72
In contrast to the empirical model of solar radiation, the solar radiation prediction model is 73 used to predict solar radiation within a short period. This model uses real-time environmental 74 information as input and solar radiation as output, thereby highlighting the relationship between 75 the two. Relevant environmental information includes sunrise and sunset times, temperature, 76 relative humidity, wind speed, air pressure, longitude and latitude and clear-sky index (CSI) 77 [14] . Given that these parameters have a typical non-linear relationship with solar radiation, a 78
forecast model for such is often constructed based on methods using artificial intelligence [15] . 79
For instance, Landeras et al. attempted to use three temperature-based models to estimate the 80 DSR, including gene expression programming, artificial neural network (ANN) and adaptive 81 neuro-fuzzy inference system [16] . For these two models, Hussain et al. proposed a frequency 82 4 coherence and phase synchronization based method to evaluate their predictive performance [17] . 83
As a branch of the stochastic method, the Markov model is also applied [18] , Saurabh et al. 84 combined the hidden Markov model and the generalised fuzzy model to estimate solar radiation 85 [19] . Voyant et al. used Bayesian rules to select a hybrid stochastic model consisting of multi-86 layer perceptron and auto-regressive and moving average to improve the prediction accuracy 87 of short-term solar radiation [20] . Meanwhile, Deo et al. utilised the support vector machine to 88 estimate DSR based on sunshine hours, evaporation, precipitation, wind speed and so on [21] . 89
The solar radiation prediction model based on semi-empirical model and stochastic method, 90
represented by Kaplani and Kaplanis, is another kind of common method. These models takes 91 into account either 1 [22] , or 2, or 3 [23] morning measurements to predict the hourly solar 92 radiation profile for the remaining hours of the day [24] . These models can be utilised to predict 93 solar radiation rules in the scale of days, hours or even minutes. 94
The comparison of the methods described previously shows that the empirical model of 95 solar radiation stresses in-depth abstraction of the historical data in a region, as it serves as a 96 guide for industrial and agricultural productions. Europe [25] . According to the empirical model, the average tendency of DSR is reflected by 99 each region. Meanwhile, the solar radiation prediction model is adopted to express the 100 relationship between solar radiation and easily measured meteorological data. As such, solar 101 radiation in the scale of days, hours or even minutes could be forecasted by the current 102 meteorological parameter. For instance, ANN is used to estimate hourly global irradiation for 103 the online optimisation of the tilt angle of a solar collector [26] or to predict the generating 104 capacity of PV in the following hours or days to optimise energy management of the 105 corresponding PV system [6, 27] . In summary, the two kinds of models describe solar radiation 106 variations in two different time scale. 107
In addition to the empirical and predictive models of solar radiation, the typical DSR 108 database-based method is used to provide a reference solar radiation for SEUS design. For 109 example, Lou et al. developed typical meteorological year in Hong Kong using machine 110 learning and multivariable regression [28] . A representative solar radiation database for the 111 5 data are derived from real typical segments of historical solar radiation, which make it more 116 suitable for the design of SEUS compared with other models [30] . 117
As the United States has a meteorological data collection network that covers its entire 118 territory, it leads the world in conducting research on TMY. The first TMY data set for the U.S. 119 was produced by Sandia National Laboratories in 1978 for 248 regions using long-term weather 120 and solar data from the 1952-1975 SOLMET/ERSATZ database [31] . With the addition of new 121 historical data sets and improvements on the algorithm, the National Renewable Energy 122 Laboratory (NREL) successively released the second-and third-generation TMY. The third-123 generation TMY was obtained through synthesis by Finkelstein-Schafer statistics [32] . The 124 corresponding differences were observed in the operational details, such as the selection and 125 weights of meteorological parameters, and the exclusion of candidate samples [33, 34] . This 126 method is also broadly applied to TMY synthesis in other districts of the world, such as Hong 127
Kong [35] , Cyprus [36] and Turkey [37] . Considering that meteorological parameters, such as 128 humidity and wind speed, that have little effect on the design of SEUS, including concentrated 129 solar power (CSP) and PV, were introduced by the NREL at the time of TMY synthesis, 130
Cebecauer et al. designated only solar radiation and average dry-bulb temperature as composite 131 characteristics, based on which a solar geographical information system synthesis approach 132 focusing on the application of CSP and PV was presented [38] . 133
Although these TMY synthesis methods have the capability to reflect the overall change 134 trend of solar radiation for a given region, these methods ignore the DSR fluctuations and 135 transition rules. In fact, these two features of DSR can provide important design guidance for 136 the energy storage system and online control strategy for SEUS. Evidence shows that these 137 features are important and could be modelled. Based on the historical data from 2004 to 2013, 138
Hussain et al. determined that the transfer process of different mean DSR has a certain periodic 139 variation rule by introducing time-frequency joint analysis [17] . Pearce et al. reported that rapid 140 variations of solar energy largely affect the output of SEUS because of their short response 141 time [39] . Therefore, in power distribution grids with high-density PV, fluctuations in the 142 produced electrical power may occur, leading to unpredictable variations of node voltage and 143 power in electrical networks. In small grids, such as those that exist on islands, these 144 fluctuations can cause instabilities [40] . Meyer et al. observed that a 10-min solar radiation 145 simulation step may result in an energy production error of 2% to 3% relative to a 1-min step 146 [41] . 147
In this study, four sites located in diverse time zones in the U.S. are selected to analyse the as the ratio of the global horizontal radiation to the corresponding radiation available outside 178 the atmosphere and is calculated using an empirical formula [42] . Muselli et al. utilised the 179 clearness index as the characteristic parameter of solar radiation to classify the typical 180 meteorological days from global irradiation records [43] . Maffi et al. combined the clearness 181 index and daily fractals to build a daily solar irradiance classification model [44] . Marty et al. 182 separated clear-and cloudy-sky situations for climate research by using the clear-sky index, 183 which is defined as real apparent emittance divided by clear-sky situation [45] . 184
In this paper, a factor called clear-sky ratio (CSR) is proposed. The CSR is defined as the 185 downwelling short wave radiation (DSWR) divided by the clear-sky downwelling short wave 186 radiation (CDSWR) and is estimated based on sensor data [46, 47] . However, it needs to be noticed that the final synthesis accuracy in the three of all the four 275 regions has been reduced after removing the F3 from the feature vector. The average error is 276 increased from 6% to 13% for DRA region, from 7% to 9% for FPK region, from 9% to 13% 277 for BON region, only the average error in PSU region is decreased slightly from 10% to 9 %. 278 Considering that the algorithm in this study is not very sensitive to the computational load, six 279 features are all adopted in the clustering model of DSR. 280
As discussed previously, based on the six-dimensional feature vector and historical data set, 281 the DSR can be classified and a typical representation of each class can be obtained using -282 means clustering. 283
k-means for clustering 284
The -means clustering algorithm is used to conduct clustering analysis for DSR. The 285 algorithm could be used to divide samples into disjoint clusters based on their feature 286 vectors [48] . Objects that are classified into the same cluster have similar feature values.
is a 287 positive integer number specifying the number of clusters and has to be provided in advance. 288
For a given set of observations { , , … , , where each observation is a d-dimensional 289 feature vector , , … , , -means clustering aims to partition the n objects into ( ) 290 sets , , … , to minimise the within-cluster sum of squares (sum of the distance 291 functions of each point in the cluster to the centroid). The mathematical description is 292 shown in Equation (1), where is the centroid of , which denote a typical feature vector 293 of . A distance function is required to compute the distance (i.e., similarity) between two 294 objects. Many distance function, such as Euclidean and cosine distances, are commonly used 295 [49] . DSR clustering considers the differences in the overall trend of all features rather than the 296 absolute value of each feature. For this reason, as shown in Equation (2), cosine distance is 297 chosen as the distance function, where , refer to two feature vectors, whereas refers 298 to the distance between the two feature vectors. The steps of the -means clustering algorithm 299 are shown in Table 1 [50]
. 300 2 1 arg min Step 1 Define the number of clusters . DSRs were divided into four classes ( 4) in this study.
Step 2 Initialise the cluster centroids by arbitrarily dividing all In this study, the initial cluster centres are initialised by random objects into clusters, computing their centroids and verifying that all centroids are different from each other.
instances from the solar historical data set, which are composed of the feature vector of the CSR.
Step 3
Iterate over all objects and compute the distances to the centroids of all clusters. Assign each object to the cluster with the nearest centroid.
Each instance of DSR is assigned to its closest cluster centre based on the cosine distance.
Step 4 Recalculate the centroids of the modified clusters. Each cluster centre is updated to be the mean of its constituent instances.
Step 5 Repeat
Step 3 until the centroids do not change any more.
The final centroids are the typical DSR instances for each class. Each typical instance could represent the average level of the corresponding class.
Discrete-time Markov chain for transition rule estimation 306
DTMC could be used to further process the clustering results obtained by the -means 307 algorithm. DTMC is a random process that undergoes transition from one state to another state 308 on a state space, and it must possess a property that is usually characterised as 309 "memorylessness": the probability distribution of the subsequent state depends only on the 310 current state, and not on the sequence of events that preceded it. This specific kind of 311 "memorylessness" is called the Markov property. A Markov chain is specified by the following 312 components:
, , … , denotes a set of N states, as shown in Equation (3), and 313 is a transition probability matrix between N states where each represents the probability 314 of moving from states to [51] . Therefore, in a first-order Markov chain, the probability of 315 a particular state depends only on the previous state. This assumption is shown in Equation (4). 316
Notably, given that each expresses the probability | , as shown in Equation (5), 317 the laws of probability require that the output values of a given state must have a sum of 1. In 318 this study, the number of daily solar types is 4, such that is a 4-by-4 transition probability 319 matrix. For example, represents the probability that the next day's weather belongs to 320 class 2 if the current weather belongs to class 1. 321
The daily weather is assumed to be independent of each other. Thus, the DTMC can 325 estimate the transition probability of this random process. DTMC processing starts by 326 calculating the probability distribution of each DSR class without considering the order 327 between them and then estimating the transition probabilities according to the transfer order14 5 Results and discussion 330
As discussed previously, the two important steps in the synthesis process are -means-331 based clustering and DTMC-based transition rule estimation. Given the space constraints, a 332 typical synthesis process of DSR for the four regions only in spring was described in detail. All 333 the data of the other seasons are given in Tables 2 to 4 . 334
Analysis of the clustering results 335
The -means clustering results of the four regions in spring are given in Table 2 Features distribution for individual class at four different regions  362   DRA  FPK  BON  PSU   C1  C2  C3  C4  C1  C2  C3  C4  C1  C2  C3  C4  C1  C2  C3 
Analysis of the transition rules 364
Based on the clustering results, DTMC is utilised to calculate the transition rules, which 365 include the distribution proportion and the transition probability of individual classes of DSR. 366
These two parameters are used to determine the sequence of DSR that comprises TSRY. 367
Distribution proportion 368
As shown in Transition probability 384
The transition probability among individual classes of the four regions in spring is also 385 shown in Fig. 7 . The figure shows the following transfer laws among different classes: 386  In the DRA region, sunny weather likely occurs for many continuous days because the 387 transition from sunny ( ) to sunny ( ) has the highest probability (0.68). Moreover, sunny 388 ( ) in the DRA region has a high proportion based on the distribution analysis. 389  In the FPK region, each type of DSR is rarely presented consecutively because the self-390 transfer probability of these four types of solar radiation is low (the maximum is not more 391 than 0.39). 392  In the BON and PSU regions, continuously mixed weather has a high probability. As the 393 probability of mixed weather ( ) to transfer to itself is high (up to 0.45 and 0.50 for BON 394 and PSU, respectively). When the weather type falls into dusky ( ) and cloudy ( ), the 395 probability of shifting to mixed weather ( ) during the next day is high. 396
The relatively stable solar radiation characteristics indicate that the DRA area is suitable 397 for deploying multiple types of SEUS, such as organic Rankine cycle-based combined heat 398 and power systems or PV systems. In contrast, the FPK area is dominated by cloudy weather 399 and day-to-day variation is significant, indicating that the area is not suitable for deployments 400 the SEUS that require long start or stabilize time. BON and PSU regions are dominated by 401 mixed weather and the day-to-day variation is small, so multiple types of SEUS can be Table 4 Transition probabilities for individual classes in four seasons  411   DRA  FPK  BON  PSU   S1  S2  S3  S4  S1  S2  S3  S4  S1  S2  S3  S4  S1  S2  S3 
